Tissue Engineering Research Grants

External Group Evaluation. Fill this out while listening to other group presentations.

Name: _________________________

1. What presentation are you evaluating?

2. Rate the overall presentation quality, on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent):

3. From 1-5, how well did the group introduce the biological problem they are addressing?

4. From 1-5, rate how well the group sell you on the research idea they proposed?

5. From 1-5, rate how well the group fielded questions:

6. List one new item you learned from this group’s presentation:
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Internal Group Evaluation. Due when you present your class presentation (dates vary).

Name: _________________________

1. List the people in your group most influential and creative and choosing your grant project:

2. List the people in your group that did the most and least amount of researching and writing for your research paper:

3. If you could nominate an “MVP” for your group (not yourself), who would it be and why?

4. List one new thing you learned from your research project: